
alley

N. A narrow street, garden path, walk, or the like.

baffled

V. confused or puzzled; to deflect sound, lights, or fluid to control to volume,

intensity, or flow; to struggle with effect such as a ship in a storm

boast

V. brag, to show off, to talk with pride and self-satisfaction

border

N. the part or edge of a surface or area that forms it's outer boundary; a line that separates a state,

country, province, etc. from another; a piece of decorative trim around the edge of something such

as fabric, paper, a rug, clothing.

cathedral

N. a large and important church containing the Bishop's

throne



faint

V. to pass out; Adj. feeling dizzy or weak; lacking courage,

cowardly; lacking brightness, clearness, loudness, or strength

flake

N. fragment, bit, chip; a small thin piece that came off of

something bigger V. to fall in flakes as in snow

grand

Adj. impressive or large in size or appearance; magnificent,

noble, very good, splendid

hasty

Adj. to move or act in a speedy, quick, or hurried way;

reckless, fast

hut

N. a small, simple, humble dwelling usually made of natural

materials such as grass, mud, or logs.



intense

Adj. showing great concentration or determination;

something extreme such as feelings, strength, emotions

jest

N. a joke or funny remark; V. to joke at something, to speak

in a playful, humorous way

mock

V. to make fun of; to challenge; N. an imitation or a fake

orchard

N. a place where fruit trees grow; a group or collection of

trees

poky

Adj. slow, dull, small, cramped



punctual

Adj. acting or arriving on time; prompt.

quake

V. to shake or tremble from cold, fear, weakness, or anger;

N. an earthquake

quartet

N. any group of 4 persons or things; a musical composition

for four voices or instruments

resume

V. to continue on without interruption, to begin again; N. a brief summary; a short written account of

one's education, working experience, or qualifications for a job

shame

N. a painful feeling of doing something improper,

dishonorable, or ridiculous



shrink

V. decrease in size; to draw back, retreat, or avoid

shuffle

V. to walk while scraping or sliding the feet, to move in a clumsy

way; to jumble together or mix such as a stack of playing cards

swell

V. to grow in size from the absorption of moisture or from growth, or from a sickness such as the

mumps; a rise in waves in the sea; to bulge out like a sail or the middle part of a barrel

troupe

N. a group of touring actors, singers or performers V. to

travel as a member of a group of actors or performers

vague

Adj. unclear, not definite, showing lack of understanding


